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Brand new punjabi song 2017

The Punjabi music industry is currently at its peak of success because songs from this language are going viral across the country. You can listen to a lot of music tracks in the latest Bollywood movies with remix versions. In the northern province of India, the impact of Punjabi music is very great. Last year, music albums
were released under local and international production houses. Punjabi singers such as Diljit, Jazzy B and Garry Sandhu are contributing mainly to the promotion of these songs. If you're going to make a playlist on the new Punjabi 2017 song, then here are some options to check out. Part 1. Top 10 Latest Songs Punjabi
2017 1. Cute munda Sharry Mann doesn't need any introduction while talking about the best singers in the Punjabi music industry. His recent hit Cute Munda is a romantic song that is beautifully directed by Parmish Varma. Zaildar Pargat Singh's lyrics and Gift Rulerz's musical direction are better suited to the song's
theme and you're sure to love it. To listen to it or watch it in the highest quality audio and visual, simply install the Snaptube app on your Android device. 2. Mann Bharrya In the most emotional Punjabi song list of 2017, you can't miss this music track. Mann Bharrya song by B Praak has an amazing video that will give
you goose bumps at the end. He is the singer-songwriter of this song. Refer your link to your lover and see your reaction. Under the release of speed records, it was released on March 16, 2017. Currently, 358K liked it and the number is rising continuously. 3. Garry Sandhu illegal weapon has a popular killer voice that is
currently ruling the entire Punjabi music industry. Under the online releases of new media albums, it was released on September 28, 2017. Right now, you can see over 339K likes on YouTube and over four billion viewers. This is really a great number illustrating the success of the song. Garry Sandhu also gave her
lyrics and sang along with the heavy popular voice of Jasmine Sandals. 4. Naah Sandhu Naah's recent dance number is breaking records. Not only audio, but it is also loved by millions of people because it is continually working to shape your body. Under the banner of Sony India music, it was released on November 30,
2017. Video director Arvinder Khaira filmed the entire video in a professional way with lots of dance steps. To view it in online and offline modes, you need to install the Snaptube mobile app. 5. Gangland Gangland is another dance number released under the banner of speed logs on YouTube. Deep Khalon gave lyrics
and also sang this song along with Mankirat Aulakh. This was Gurdeep Khetla's project that available to view online from May 23, 2017. Snaptube Android app is capable of playing it in all formats if you want audio or visual resolution. The song Gangland has 373K likes and billions of views. 6. Gaal ni kadni Parmish
Verma is the hottest feeling on Punjabi Punjabi music albums and youth is also following their style everywhere. Along with singing, he is also directing videos from many albums. His last song Gaal ni kadni has crossed 696K likes in just two months. The lyrics to this song are given by Vicky Gill and desi crew music. To
listen to it at the highest bit rate on your smartphone, install the .apk of the Snaptube app. 7. Daang Daang is the recent release of Mankeerat Alaukh along with the collaboration of Deep Khalon, Sukh Sanghera and Mix Singh. Under the Speed records label, it was released on November 11, 2017. At current parties, this
is one of the primary dance numbers. Right now, it has 330K likes on YouTube and youth is continuously increasing the number. Snaptube is a very useful application to play all songs like this on your Android device easily. 8. Le chakk main aa gaya Parmish Verma gained massive recognition after releasing this new
2017 Punjabi song. This song illustrates his success story from road rags to shiny star. The powerful lyrics to this song are given by Jimmy Kotkapura and the direction is also given by Parmish Verma. He released this song under the banner of Juke Dock and got 406K as before. 9. Angreji wali madam Kulwinder Billa is
a talented singer who sang many super-successful songs in Punjabi. Angreji wali madam is a dance floor on which Shipra Goyal and Dr. Zeus also contributed giving their voice and music. From the release date of January 9, 2017 to now, it has 101 K Likes on YouTube. You can hear it at all party celebrations playing
aloud on DJ. Like the music, the video of this track is also worth watching. 10. Qismat In the most emotional song list of 2017, you should add this hit track by Ammy Virk. He is an iconic singer of Punjabi songs that always release significant songs in popular voice. Jaani's sung lyrics in a more epic way that results in a
more epic emotional song last year. Your heart will definitely collapse after watching the video. It has 689K likes for fans so far. Part 2. Listening to the latest Punjabi 2017 songs on Snaptube Punjabi language songs are available on numerous sites, but you can't get an app that can play all the songs in audio and visual
format. Now it's possible with the help of Snaptube where amazing features await you. Download Just install it from the official website and enjoy the latest features like: You can add any video or audio website directly on your home screen to access it directly in one tap. All YouTube videos are available to watch by
simply typing keyword at the top of the search bar. The Premium subscription Allows you to watch many video songs in 4K resolution. Snaptube also has a function to play all video songs directly in MP3 format. updated by Chief Editor on April 30, 2020 Do you want the most successful and best Punjabi songs of all time
(2018, 2017, 2016...) with lyrics? Then you land on the right planet. Here:We have compiled the latest and famous Punjabi Punjabi of the hit films and the album. In the list of songs: We have written the name of the song, the name of the singer and the name of the lyricist. Here is the top list Punjabi Songs:Top 10
Punjabi SongsTop Punjabi Songs of All Time 2017Best Punjabi SongsJust click on the above link to directly jump on that song's list section. Top 10 Punjabi Canciones (más recientes)All Time Top Punjabi SongsSongs NameSingerLyricistsHostel Jassi LohkaAlbumHoyi Jatt Di LyricsManjit SahotaJass Pedhani &amp; bill
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